Helping to support people with disabilities in our community through your participation

We pick up! We charge $8.00 per/banker box of paper. Our individuals will remove any metal clips, paper clips, plastic, staples so it saves you time sorting. Confidential shredding is locked away in a storage room. We have a great group of individuals that are seeking employment. Our individuals recycle the shredded paper at the landfill site in the recycling paper bins.

Dwayne Nichols shredding
We’ve offered the Lake city community a community based shredding alternative.

*Shredding*

Have shredding to be done? Have a large or small order? we can help

Williams Lake Association for Community Living works with adults with intellectual disabilities whom are seeking opportunities to be wage earners and to be involved and active in our community. WLACL Works has a commercial shredder on site that can shred any size order small to large year end. Our staff is bonded and oversee individuals who are given the chance to work hard, achieve a sense of pride and belonging through the shredding program.

WILLIAMS LAKE ASSOCIATION FOR COMMUNITY LIVING
3-85 3rd S Avenue
Williams Lake, BC
778-412-9364
wlaclworks@outlook.com
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